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Abstract 
Semi-supervised clustering algorithms aim to significantly improve the clustering results using limited supervision in 
the form of labelled instances or pairwise constraints. But few of these algorithms are specially and well-designed 
both for multi-density and complex shape datasets. However, such complex data are usual in the real world. In this 
paper, an improved semi-supervised clustering algorithm is proposed based on SCMD algorithm. Our new algorithm 
can deal with the multi-density problems, including not only the inter-cluster density variety but also the intra-cluster 
density difference; and it can yield superior performance with fewer constraints. We test our new algorithm on 
several synthetic datasets of varying shapes, sizes, and densities. Experimental results show that our algorithm has 
manifest superior performance in comparison with SCMD algorithm, even when the constraints are not sufficient. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Harbin University 
of Science and Technology 
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1. Introduction  
Clustering, as one of fundamental subjects of data mining, is attracting more and more attention, and 
has been extensively studied for decades. Clustering aims to group a large amount of data into several 
clusters, making that the data are similar in the same cluster and dissimilar in different clusters. Clustering 
analysis is extensively used for applications ranging for market research, biology, data analysis, image 
processing and so on. Clustering algorithms can be divided into unsupervised and semi-supervised 
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clustering algorithms according to whether we have priori knowledge or not. In this paper, we present a 
semi-supervised clustering algorithm focus on multi-density and arbitrary shape datasets. Our algorithm 
makes full use of pairwise constraints’ guidance to clustering process, and gives a good solution to the 
issues of density difference within and between clusters.  
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 talks about the related works. We review the 
SCMD [1] algorithm and point out two of its shortcomings in section 3. In section 4, we detail our 
improved semi-supervised algorithm to solve the problems of SCMD. Section 5 shows and discusses the 
empirical results on several datasets. Finally, we present our conclusions and future work in section 6.  
2. Related Work  
DBSCAN [2] algorithm is the most typical density-based clustering algorithm. But it cannot find the 
natural cluster structure in the datasets with multi-density. Then, several algorithms are proposed to solve 
the problem such as Chameleon [3], SNN [4], etc. Chameleon uses dynamic modeling to determine the 
similarity between pairs of clusters. SNN identifies core points using similarity which determined by the 
number of nearest neighbors shared by two points. Besides, Ref [5] proposes a new two-level SOM-based 
clustering algorithm using a clustering validity index based on inter-cluster and intra-cluster density. Ref 
[6] develops a cluster tree to determine cluster structure and understand hidden information present in 
datasets of nested clusters or clusters of multi-density. 
Semi-supervised clustering algorithms aim to significantly improve the clustering results using limited 
supervision. Various Semi-supervised clustering algorithms are proposed in recent years. Wagstaff et al. 
[7] propose COP-KMeans algorithm which employs supervision in the form of pairwise constraints. Ref 
[8] explores the use of labelled data to generate initial seed clusters, and during clustering process labelled 
data provided priori information about the conditional distribution of hidden category labels. SCMD [1] is 
a semi-supervised clustering algorithm for multi-density and complex shape dataset. C-DBSCAN [9] uses 
the KD-Tree to deal effectively with subareas that have different densities.
3. Problems of SCMD 
Yu et al. proposed SCMD algorithm as a semi-supervised clustering algorithm for multi-density. It is 
composed of three phases. First it calculates the referenced parameter Eps list of the clusters with must-
link constraints. Then, select the representative Eps by using cannot-link constraints from the sorted 
referenced Eps. Finally, the classical DBSCAN algorithm is used on the datasets. SCMD algorithm can 
indeed show good performance on some datasets, but it still exist two problems. 
Fig. 1.  (a) (b) Problem of must-link insufficiency in SCMD; (c) (d) Problem of intra-cluster density non-uniform in SCMD 
From SCMD algorithm, we can see that all the Eps used in clustering process are calculated only from 
the must-link constraints. Therefore, if one cluster has no must-link constraint, this cluster may not appear 
in the final clustering results. Especially, if the cluster having no must-link constraint is the sparsest one, 
it must be lost and all points of this cluster are assigned to noise. Fig 1(a) and (b) show the problem of 
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must-link insufficiency. The solid line represents the must-link constraint and the dashed line represents 
the cannot-link constraint. In Fig 1(a), we can get three representative Eps from the must-link sets, and 
then three clusters with different density are generated. But in Fig 1(b), the sparsest cluster has no must-
link constraint, so we can only get two representative Eps for cluster C1 and C2 by using SCMD algorithm. 
Another problem of SCDM is that it cannot deal with the problem of intra-cluster density non-uniform. 
It does well on the datasets with inter-cluster density variety, because it can calculate different Eps for 
different density. Therefore, for a cluster whose density distribution is non-uniform, it will get two or 
more Eps. Then, this cluster will be divided into several subclusters. For example, in fact there are two 
clusters in Fig 1(c). But when the smaller Eps is used to expand cluster, only C1 in Fig 1(d) is generated. 
The rest points are grouped into three clusters by using the bigger Eps. In result, there are four clusters. 
4. Proposed Algorithm  
In this section, we present an improved algorithm to resolve the problems mentioned in last section. 
4.1.  Adding Eps 
In last section, we said if one cluster has no must-link constraint, this cluster may not appear in the 
final clustering results for its Eps has not been calculated. So we should try to add its Eps to reference Eps
list. The key is how to find such clusters. 
As we all know, the constraints are transitive. (A, B) belongs to must-link sets means that A and B are 
in the same cluster. So does (B, C). Then we can get that A and C are in the same cluster. ۦA, Bۧ belongs 
to cannot-link sets means that A and B mustn’t in the same cluster. If (A, C) is a must-link constraint, B
and C cannot be in the same cluster. According to the constraints transitivity, transitive closures can be 
obtained from the constraints, and the sets containing only one point P are just the cluster we want to find. 
Then, we consider the P-Kdistances as the Eps of these clusters respectively, and add them to reference 
Eps list. Thuswise, these clusters won’t be lost.  
For example, there are some points with constraints in the left part of Fig 2(a), and the other points of 
the clusters are omitted. We can see that C4 has no must-link constraint, and d1 is what we want to find. 
From the constraints, Sets {a1, a2, a3}, {b1, b2}, {b3, b4}, {c1}, {c2, c3} and {d1} are generated 
according to the constraints transitivity, as the right part of Fig 2 shown. Then we add c1-Kdistance and 
d1-Kdistance as Eps into referenced Eps list. You may think that c1-Kdistance doesn’t need to be added 
by reason that there is already an Eps calculated by (c2, c3) for C3. It doesn’t matter. Here, so long as 
guaranteeing d1-Kdistance as the Eps of C4 being added into referenced Eps list, our aim is achieved.  
4.2. Assigning Boundary Clusters
Definition 1. (Boundary Cluster) A cluster C is a boundary cluster, if the total number of the points of 
this cluster is less than k, i.e. |C| < k.
Lemma1 Boundary cluster cannot be an isolated cluster and it must lie on the boundary of a certain 
larger cluster. 
Proof. A cluster must have one or more core points, because a cluster is expanded from core points 
according to the rule of directlydensity-reachable. The Eps-neighborhood of the core point must contain 
at least Minpts (k in this paper) members. If the cluster is an isolated cluster, the core points of it couldn’t 
satisfy the condition of k neighbors, because the total number of the points of this cluster is less than k. So, 
there is no core point in the cluster. Counter evidence prove that it isn’t isolated and it lies on the 
boundary of a certain cluster.  
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In this paper, we assign the boundary clusters to the larger clusters which they are close to respectively. 
The main idea is derived from KNN classification method [7], but there is a bit different. A border cluster 
is modified by a majority vote of its members’ neighbors, with the cluster being assigned to the class 
most common amongst its members’ k nearest neighbors.  
4.3. The Algorithm Framework 
The algorithm is composed of five phases: getting referenced Eps with must-link sets, adding 
referenced Eps, selecting representative Eps by using cannot-link sets, multi-stage DBSCAN clustering 
by using representative Eps, assigning boundary clusters. The flowchart of proposed algorithm is shown 
in Fig 2(b). 
      
Fig. 2.  (a) Transitive closures force by constraints; (b) The flowchart of proposed algorithm. 
5. Experimentation
In this section we present the experimental results of our proposed algorithm and compare it with 
SCMD. We select four datasets that are used in some literatures or synthesized by us as our experimental 
datasets. They are all multi-density and have noise points. In all of our experimental results, different 
colors combining different shapes represent different clusters. Black dots represent noises. 
















































Fig. 3. (a) SCMD algorithm on Data1; (b) Our proposed algorithm on Data1; (c) SCMD algorithm on Data2; (d) Our proposed 
algorithm on Data2 
















































Fig. 4. (a) SCMD algorithm on Data3; (b) Our proposed algorithm on Data3; (c) SCMD algorithm on Data4; (d) Our proposed 
algorithm on Data4. 
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There are two datasets in Fig 3, and each dataset is of different densities and shapes of clusters. If the 
must-link constraint of the sparsest cluster is not given, experimental results show that SCMD algorithm 
can only find three clusters in Data1 and two clusters in Data2, and the points of sparsest clusters are 
assigned to noises, just as Fig 3(a) and Fig 3(c) shows. But our algorithm can still find the whole clusters 
accurately showed in Fig 3(b) and Fig 3(d).  
There are two datasets in Fig 4. The points of each cluster are of gauss distribution which means the 
points in the cluster center are denser and the points in the cluster boundary are sparser. Experimental 
results show that most points of the real clusters can be assigned correctly by SCMD algorithm just as Fig 
4(a) and 4(c) shown, but the points in the cluster boundary are grouped into several small clusters because 
of the bigger Eps. Fig 4(b) and 4(d) show our algorithm has higher performance than SCMD algorithm. 
6. Conclusions and Future Work  
In this paper, we propose an improved semi-supervised clustering algorithm for multi-density datasets 
with fewer constraints. It can handle the datasets with arbitrary shape and multi-density, including not 
only the inter-cluster density variety but also the intra-cluster density difference. Experimental results 
show that our algorithm has manifest superior performance in comparison with SCMD algorithm, even 
when the must-link constraints are not sufficient. But if there is a cluster having not any constraints, and 
is the sparsest cluster, how to detect is in the clustering process? This is our research interest in the future. 
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